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for Parliament was dissolved by a Presidential decree. This attempt
of the Seym to regain some of its lost power came to nothing, but
it indicated another phase in the "Constitutional struggle.'*
The Seym was constantly reminded by the Government that
there was in reality no Constitutional struggle, because the
Government was careful to keep within the Constitution as
amended—which was the case, but could not preclude efforts to
revise that Constitution, and in that sense there was a Constitu-
tional struggle; it went on developing with growing acerbity on
the part of the Seym. Another extraordinary session was held on
September 19, 1927. But next day Parliament was adjourned
for thirty days by decree of the President.
GREAT STABILIZATION LOAN
Cutting across the struggle between the Seym and the Pilsudski
Government came the news of the successful issue of the negotia-
tions for the large stabilization loan, a witness to the enhanced
standing abroad of Poland. On October 15,1927, Poland contracted
this loan for the purpose of obtaining funds to carry out a Plan
of Stabilization, a programme for which was established by
Presidential decree two days earlier—"with the view to stabilizing
the zloty on a gold basis, establishing Poland's credit at home
and abroad, and ensuring a solid foundation for the economic
development of the country." The plan had been accepted by
a group of American banks and financiers; the loan was for 72
million dollars, of which 47 million dollars were taken in New
York, 2 million pounds sterling in London, and 15 million dollars
in France, Holland, Switzerland, Sweden and Poland. The plan
included the appointment for three years of an American adviser,
and Charles S. Dewey, Assistant Secretary of the United States
Treasury, was accepted for this post, which also covered his
becoming a Director of the Bank of Poland.
By the stabilization plan the zloty was established at a little
under 9 zlotys—8-914—to the dollar, which had been about its
exchange value for some time previously (43-381 zlotys to the
pound sterling). From the proceeds of the loan the capital of the
Bank of Poland was increased by 50 million zlotys; one-half—

